Using simulated learning to account for tone typology
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Abstract

This study reports on the first investigation into the learnability of tone spread and shift patterns, as determined by computer simulations of the learning process. Our simulations are cast within the context of a synchronic analytical framework developed in earlier work. The framework uses licensing constraints and foot structure to drive various kinds of tonal reassociation. One problem with the framework was that it was able to generate various unattested patterns. We address this problem through the learnability simulations; our results show that the representable-but-unattested patterns are harder to learn, explaining their non-attestation. This way, we demonstrate that learnability simulations are a meaningful tool for a typological account of tonal phenomena.
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1. Introduction

Bantu languages display a variety of tonal phenomena where tone surfaces in positions that it did not occupy in the lexical form, even when there is no apparent phonological trigger to do so (such as vowel elision). These processes are commonly known as tone shift and tone spread, but some tone patterns do not exactly fit either of these labels. Consequently, we will refer to these patterns collectively as cases of tonal reassociation (TR). Our study is aimed at a typological account of tonal reassociation. We will do this using a novel tool: computer simulations that test the learnability of TR patterns in a given analytical framework.

A common way to account for the typology of some phonological phenomenon is to develop a theory of its synchronic analysis [1, 2, 3]. A synchronic framework accounts for a typology to the extent that it offers analyses for attested patterns while not accommodating the analysis of unattested patterns. However, in practice, there will be a less than perfect fit between a given pair of framework and typological facts. In particular, the framework might overgenerate, meaning that it offers analyses for patterns that are unattested (and that a linguist deemed unattestable). In the face of overgeneration, learnability results can be an additional source of typological explanation. This is the case when learnability results distinguish between attested and analyzable-but-unattested patterns. If simulations show higher rates of learning success for attested patterns than for analyzable-but-unattested ones, this can explain why patterns that are perfectly analyzable within a synchronic framework might still not be attested. Consequently, learnability simulations offer a means of tightening a set of typological predictions, going beyond the commonly employed criterion of analyzability in a synchronic framework.

Our study builds on results from theoretical work by the first author [4], which developed a framework that uses foot structure to drive and direct tonal reassociation [5]. While this framework successfully accounts for a range of attested TR patterns, it also allows for the representation of some TR patterns that have not been attested. In other words, the framework suffers from overgeneration. In this study, we improve the foot-based typological account by showing that representable-but-unattested patterns are less consistently learnable than attested patterns.

In the next section, we show some examples of tonal reassociation and outline the typological facts. In section 3 we overview synchronic analytical approaches to TR typology. Section 4 discusses previous literature about using learning for typological investigations, as well as the methodology for our learning simulations. Section 5 presents the results.

2. Varieties of tonal reassociation

A major distinction made for TR patterns is whether they are bounded or unbounded. This term refers to the distances across which tonal reassociation takes place. Bounded patterns operate over a span of material that is defined relative to the position of the lexical tone — we will call this the sponsor position. For example, Rimi displays a bounded shift pattern where tone targets the position immediately following the sponsor [6]. An example alternation is shown in (1) [7]. We have interpreted Olson’s transcriptions from [6] to approach IPA, writing [o] for the second-highest back vowel among four levels of vowel height. Accents on vowels denote High tone; we assume other vowels are toneless, which we do not mark in any way. Hyphens denote morpheme boundaries.

(1) Bounded rightward shift in Rimi
   a. mo-nto 'person'
   b. n-mo-nto 'of a person'

   The datum in (1a) is toneless throughout, yet the same string surfaces with a High tone in (1b). Consequently, the most plausible source for this High tone is that it originated on the prefix [a], and shifted to its surface position.

   For unbounded TR patterns, the positions affected by reassociation are defined not only relative to the sponsor, but also to the edge of the relevant prosodic domain. For example, Phuthi shows an unbounded spreading pattern that runs from the sponsor to the antepenultimate syllable of the word [8, 9]. We show an example alternation in (2). We made an interpretation approaching IPA transcriptions based on [8, pp. 68–73, 487]; Donnelly reports that a tenseness contrast in mid vowels is not reflected in his transcriptions. In (2), swapping out the toneless subject prefix [si] for the High-toned prefix [ba] triggers tone spreading over an additional five syllables, up to the antepenultimate position.

(2) Unbounded spread to the antepenult in Phuthi
   a. si-ja-lima-lim-el-_acl-na ‘we cultivate for each other now and then’
   b. ba-ja-lima-lim-el-az-a- ‘they cultivate for each other now and then’
3. Analyses of tonal reassociation

Traditionally, metrical accent (though not always foot structure) was the tool of choice for the analysis of unbounded TR patterns; e.g. [10, 11]. In addition, a foot-based account was proposed for the bounded tone shift pattern of Sukuma [12]. However, with the advent of Optimality Theory (OT) [13], attention in the literature turned towards alternative representations based on featural domains, namely Optimal Domains Theory [14, 15] and Headed Spans [16] — though one notable exception is Bickmore’s analytical framework based on alignment effects [17].

One possible reason for the diminished interest in foot-based solutions is that OT runs into complications in the analysis of foot-based bounded tone shift, which is an opaque analysis. Informally, such a shift can be understood as mapping through an intermediate form where the foot is positioned relative to the tone but the tone itself has not yet reassociated. That is, with σ representing a syllable, the mapping can be written as ᵃσσσσ → σ(σσσσ) → (σσσσ). However, OT does not have a concept of intermediate forms. More generally, through the restricted nature of its faithfulness constraints, OT limits the possibility of incorporating lexical information into decisions about surface forms. Consequently, analyzing bounded tone shift using feet is problematic in OT.

A second challenge for approaches using (binary) feet is that those feet are not a good tool to cover sequences of three tone-bearing units. This is a problem because some bounded TR patterns operate over such ternary spans [18, 19].

Previous work by the first author addressed these problems using recent advances in phonological theory [4]. Here, we leave out several innovations that are not pertinent to the learnability studies. One aspect of the approach that we wish to elaborate on is the use of licensing constraints [20]. In our framework, feet act as licensors, and tones are motivated to reassociate to footed positions [21]. One constraint that has this effect is LICENSE(H, FT-R), defined in (3) below.

(3) LICENSE(H, FT-R) Assign one * for each tone that is not associated to the rightmost position in some foot.

Together with regular constraints on foot placement and faithfulness, licensing constraints can give rise to a variety of tonal reassociation effects. We demonstrate this in Table 1, which includes LICENSE(H, FT-R) as well as ALL-FT-RIGHT, which pulls feet rightward, and DEP-LINK, which militates against creating new tonal association links. Depending on the ranking of the constraints, this constraint set can generate static tone as in candidate 1a, bounded tone spreading in 1b, or unbounded tone spreading as in 1c.

Table 1: Tone licensing for bounded and unbounded spread

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ᵃσσσσ</th>
<th>L(H, FT-R)</th>
<th>ALL-FT-R</th>
<th>DEP-LINK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ᵃσσσσ</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. (ᵈᵈ)₁σσσ</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ᵃᵢάᵢ(ᵈᵈ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>****</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previous work also calculated a factorial typology for the framework, to determine the kinds of patterns it can represent. In addition to accounting for a range of tonal reassociation patterns, the framework generates various types of unattested patterns. In particular, the framework predicts irregular activity for tone at the edges of the prosodic domain. The most extreme among these predicted, unattested patterns are so-called “initial-only” patterns, where tone in the initial position of a form triggers different tonal behavior than tone in other positions. For example, an “initial-only final spreading” pattern shows spreading to the final position if tone was underlyingly initial, while it is static in other positions. One of the interests of the present study is to see whether such extreme patterns are learnable at all, and whether their unattestedness can be explained as a consequence of poor learnability.

4. Simulated learning

4.1. Learning and typology

Since the beginning of research into Optimality Theory, there has been interest in the question of how to learn OT grammars ([22, 23]. Most OT learning studies were about the learning challenge itself, but there has also been an interest in the informativeness of learning failure, i.e. the imperfect transfer between (simulated) adults and learners [24]. Staubs [25, 26] shows that learning biases explain the limited size of stress windows, obviating the need for the explicit stating of such size limits in grammar theory. Similarly, Stanton [27] shows that learning considerations can provide an alternative account for the typological finding that no language places stress on the middle positions of a stress domain. Specifically, learning such middle-stress patterns is complicated by the fact that exposure to longer words is necessary to disambiguate the pattern from edge-based patterns, and that the used learning algorithm extracts conflicting information from the various data types it is exposed to. Stanton’s finding could vindicate theories of grammar that allow the representation of such systems, which were previously criticized for displaying this “midpoint pathology” [28]. To our knowledge, there is no previous work on the learnability of tone patterns, neither for its own sake nor within the context of typological questions. As our study demonstrates, tonology offers interesting technical challenges for learnability theory, and learnability offers new avenues for addressing tone typology.

4.2. Methodology

Our simulations use the Gradual Learning Algorithm [29, 30], which is an error-driven algorithm. This means that a simulated learner checks whether their behavior matches that of the adult they are learning from. Whenever the learner finds that this is not the case, they conclude that some aspect of their grammatical beliefs must be erroneous, and proceed to update their grammar in accordance with the error. The algorithm is called “gradual” because the learner is careful not to overgeneralize from a single error. A single learning update will only entail a small change in the learner’s grammar; the learner approaches the target grammar over the course of learning from multiple mistakes. In our simulations, learners typically needed some hundreds of examples to converge on the target grammar, although we provided a more liberal 40,000 tokens in total to each learner, to ensure that any learning failure was not the result of a lack of examples.

The adult examples that the learner processes are pairs of what we call a “morphological” and an “overt” form. This pairing symbolizes the learning situation that children are in;
they hear utterances, and have some idea of the semantic context that is concurrent with the utterance. The overt form represents the level closest to the acoustic reality that learners are exposed to. In our simplified model, it is an impoverished phonological form; it contains the number of syllables and discrete pitch information (High vs. toneless), but not autosegmental structure or foot structure. The morphological form contains a sequence of semantic units that the learner can relate to lexical forms. Crucially, we follow earlier work in keeping some intermediate levels of representation hidden [23, 31, 32]. We do not inform the learner about the phonological structure or the lexical forms that the adult grammar generates; the learner should deduce such knowledge themselves [23]. For example, a learner might be presented with the pair of an overt form $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ and a morphological form $<A+b+c+d+e>$. From just the overt form, the learner cannot tell if there are one or two tonal autosegments, and whether there are any feet anywhere in the adult’s structure for this form. The morphological form contains no phonological information (hence our use of meaningless letters of the alphabet), but it does tell the learner that a specific sequence of five morphemes is associated with this overt form. These morphological forms become informative when the learner has to deal with alternations. So, if the learner also processes pairs of $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ with $<a+b+c+d+e>$, it has the possibility of spotting a minimal pair: Forms with $<A>$ have High tone on the first two syllables, and forms with $<a>$ do not! A successful learner will deduce that the lexical material associated with $<A>$ is a High-toned syllable, $[^A]$ (we use pipes || to denote lexical forms). Furthermore, the successful learner will adopt a constraint ranking so that $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ triggers a spreading process, presumably by using a foot, so that the surface structure comes out as $/\sigma(\delta)\sigma\sigma\sigma/$ (here we use slashes // for phonological surface forms).

4.3. Target patterns

We tested learning for five attested and six unattested patterns, all of which were representable in the foot-based framework discussed in section 3. In Table 2, we list the adult examples for all of these patterns. Each pattern has three overt forms surfacing with High tone, and one “toneless” overt form that surfaces without any High tone. Each overt form is paired with its own morpheme form, so that the learner can deduce phonological structure and lexical forms by considering alternations. Since the Generalized Learning Algorithm is also sensitive to frequencies in the input, we have boosted representation for the toneless pairing, so that it occurs equally often as all of the High-toned forms put together.

Among the attested patterns is one bounded pattern (Binary Spreading), and four unbounded patterns that target either the final or penultimate syllable with either a spreading or shifting pattern. The unattested patterns include the “initial-only” patterns discussed above, where forms with initial sponsors behave differently from all other forms. In addition, there are two patterns that show “edge doubling”, a pattern where doubling occurs only if the sponsor is sufficiently close to the edge. That is, these patterns show spreading for forms in the third column, to the exclusion of spreading in the other columns.

5. Results

We ran 100 learning trials for each of the eleven patterns listed in Table 2. At the end of a learning trial, we tested if the virtual learner managed to consistently reproduce the target

| Table 2: Sets of overt–morphology pairs for all patterns |
|------------------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| <A+b+c+d+e> | <a+b+c+...> | <a+b+c+...> |
| Attested patterns |
| Binary Spreading | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |
| Penult Spreading | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |
| Final Spreading | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |
| Penult Shift | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |
| Final Shift | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |
| Unattested patterns |
| Initial-Only Binary Spreading | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |
| Initial-Only Binary Shift | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |
| Initial-Only Final Spread | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |
| Edge Doubling | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |
| Penult Shift, Edge Doubling | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ | $[\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma]$ |

Relative frequency

| 1 | 1 | 1 | 3 |
Table 3: Successful convergence rates (N=100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Successful learners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attested patterns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Spread</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Spread</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penult Spread</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Shift</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penult Shift</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unattested patterns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Doubling Shift</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Doubling</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Init-Only Bin. Spread</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Init-Only Bin. Shift</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Init-Only Final Spread</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penult Shift, Edge Doubling</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the results show the typologically desired outcome that the attested patterns are more easily learnable than the unattested patterns. Attested patterns have an average successful convergence rate of 78%, while unattested patterns average only 23%. One of the unattested patterns, Final Doubling Shift, behaves more in line with the attested group (both in this result and other results we are not reporting here where we used other variations of the learning algorithm). Based on our findings, we consider this pattern to be typologically plausible.

6. Possibilities for future work

Our approach has involved many simplifications; here we identify some of those simplifications that we think might be interesting to dispense with in future research. Firstly, we agree with one reviewer who noted that our study has limited typological coverage. We did not consider any TR patterns with ternary phenomena, or with syllable quantity effects, etc. Moreover, we did not offer any sets of adult forms that require an analysis with multiple lexical tones in a single word (although our learner was free to posit such analyses for the patterns we did present). This is a simplification because in multi-tone situations, some TR patterns treat the rightmost tone differently from others, and many TR patterns have special outcomes for situations where lexical tones are in close proximity to one another.

Our approach should also be expanded through the addition of more phonetic detail. In the present study, our most “phonetic” form, the overt form, still contains perfect information about syllabification, and has only the minimal pitch contrast of high versus not-high. In reality, adult forms contain much richer information about tonal realization; such information could have a drastic impact on the learnability of TR patterns, and by extension, the typological picture that stems from considering learnability.

A more subtle simplification we made here is to restrict morphemes to lexical forms on a one-to-one basis; every morpheme form has five morphemes in it, and every lexical form has five syllables. Future work could allow for the possibility of multi-syllable morphemes, as well as morphemes consisting only of a floating tonal autosegment.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated for the first time that tonal reassociation patterns are learnable, within an Optimality Theory context using licensing constraints and foot structure. Moreover, we found that learnability corresponds with typological attestation; the attested patterns in our study had far higher learning success rates than the representable-but-unattested patterns.

We look forward to a wider application of learnability simulations to understand the typology of tonal reassociation. Although the present learning task already achieved some degree of realism by hiding phonological and lexical information from the learner, future work is needed to make the learning task resemble real-world situations even more closely.
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